ONCOPLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY OF THE BREAST: SIXTH EUROPEAN CONFERENCE.
14th - 17th December 2011

Conference Venue:
ATA HOTEL EXECUTIVE
V.le Don Luigi Sturzo, 45 - 20154 Milano - Italy
Dear Colleague,

We are organizing the congress Oncoplastic and Reconstructive Surgery of the Breast: Sixth European Conference that will be held in Milano, 14th-17th December 2011.

Experts from the most prestigious Institutions will be present to enrich the Scientific Programme, to share and compare techniques and personal experiences with the audience.

Sessions dedicated to body and psychological implication in breast reconstruction as well as radiotherapy, breast detection, in breast reconstruction and how to reach the final outcome by using different techniques will be included.

Best regards.

Maurizio Nava
Conference President
Official languages Italian and English
The conference will be simultaneously translated in Italian/English
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>Opening ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30 - 12.30</td>
<td>SURGERY MODULE: Hot topic updating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30 - 11.45</td>
<td>F. MacNeill: Breast surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.45 - 12.05</td>
<td>M. Nava: Oncoplastic breast surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.05 - 12.30</td>
<td>A. Rancati: Aesthetic breast surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.30 - 13.00</td>
<td>Lecture: Preclinical and clinical data about the effectiveness of titanium covered mesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.00 - 14.00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.00 - 14.20</td>
<td>M.L. Carcangiuj: Breast cancer subtypes and risk of local recurrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.20 - 14.40</td>
<td>P. Panizza: Pre-operative assessment of breast cancer with MRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.40 - 15.00</td>
<td>V. Sacchini: Wider margins and the oncological outcome of surgical treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00 - 15.20</td>
<td>L. Gianni: Primary systemic therapy and impact on loco-regional treatment of operable and locally advanced breast cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.20 - 15.40</td>
<td>S. Darby: Recent results from the early breast cancer trialists collaborative group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.40 - 16.00</td>
<td>R. Orecchia: Radiotherapy: will partial breast irradiation replace current standards in selected cases?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.00 - 16.20</td>
<td>M. Nava: Will new technologies close the gap between mastectomy and breast conservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.20 - 16.40</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>Cocktail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
07.00 - 07.45 INSTRUCTIONAL COURSES
Please register in advance as we have limited number of participants to allow an in depth interactive education

P. Berrino: Fat injection in breast reconstruction. Patients selection. Pros and cons (Topazio room)
F. MacNeill: Mastectomy skin incision related to breast size, shape and tumor features (Plenary room)
A. Rancati: Breast reshaping after BCT (Opale room)
S. Folli - M. Gennaro: Reoperation after positive margins in reshaped breast after BCT (Giada room)

07.45 - 08.00 Breakfast

08.00 - 09.50 PRE-OPERATIVE ASSESSMENT
Chairman: F. MacNeill

08.00 - 08.15 M. L. Carcangiu: Pathologic pre-operative and planning of local treatment
08.15 - 08.30 G. Scaperrotta: Integration of multiple diagnostic tools.
08.30 - 08.50 S. Folli: Local treatment, how extended should it be? Does oncoplastic approach play a better role?
08.50 - 09.05 M. Zambetti: The planning of neoadjuvant chemotherapy
09.05 - 09.20 L. Lozza: Pre-operative planning of adjuvant radiotherapy
09.20 - 09.35 Discussion

09.35 - 10.00 Lecture: The future of breast cancer surgery U. Veronesi

10.00 - 10.35 Abstracts session

10.35 - 11.05 Coffee Break

11.00 - 12.35 CONSERVATIVE MASTECTOMIES
Chairman: M. Nava

11.05 - 11.10 G. Catanuto: Why do we use conservative mastectomies?
11.25 - 11.40 S. Folli: Technical skills: Hydro dissection of nipple areola complex. Indications and results
11.40 - 11.55  T. Gerber: Comparative trials in conservative mastectomies
11.55 - 12.10  P. Cordeiro: Implant based reconstruction

12.10 - 12.25  P. Blondeel: Free flap indications
12.25 - 12.35  Discussion

12.35 - 13.00  Lecture:
Acellular derm: When and how?
S. Spear

13.00 - 14.15  Lunch

14.15 - 16.00  AXILLARY MANAGEMENT
Chairman: P. Veronesi

14.30 - 14.45  M. Gennaro: Can we avoid axillary dissection in patients with positive SNB?
14.45 - 15.05  P. Veronesi: Interactive SNB?
SN after cosmetic surgery
15.05 - 15.20  G. Martino: Sequelae after SNB?
15.20 - 15.50  Discussion
15.50 - 16.00  Abstract Session

16.00 - 17.15  BREAST RECONSTRUCTION MODULE: TWO STAGES
Chairman: D. Hammond

16.00 - 16.15  M. Nava: Delayed reconstruction
16.15 - 16.30  S. Spear: Why two stages in immediate reconstruction
16.30 - 16.45  D. Hammond: Skin sparing
16.45 - 17.00  J. Masia: Expander and autologous tissue
17.00 - 17.15  Discussion

17.15 - 18.00  INSTRUCTIONAL COURSES
Please register in advance as we have limited number of participants to allow an in depth interactive education

P. Blondeel: Technical pearls in D.I.E.P. flap (Opale room)
P. Cordeiro: Operative approach to two stages implant surgery (Plenary room)
D. Hammond: One stage breast reconstruction: when and how, taking care to the oncological features? (Topazio room)
S. Spear: Revision of implants based on breast reconstruction (Giada room)
INSTRUCTIONAL COURSES

Please register in advance as we have limited number of participants to allow an in depth interactive education

Reaching the symmetry: Aesthetic and reconstructive surgery

D. Hammond: Breast augmentation *(Opale room)*
A. Rancati: Breast reduction *(Topazio room)*
P. Blondeel: Mastopexy with or without implants *(Plenary room)*
A. Fitoussi: Asymmetries: how to solve them *(Giada room)*

07.45 - 08.00 Breakfast

08.00 - 10.00 ONCOPLASTIC BREAST SURGERY
Chairman: A. Rancati

08.00 - 08.15 F. MacNeill: Teaching oncoplastic
08.15 - 08.35 M. Nava: Oncoplastic workflow
08.35 - 08.45 G. Catanuto: Oncoplastic framework
08.45 - 09.00 A. Fitoussi: Management of the defects due to post breast conserving therapy
09.00 - 09.15 S. Folli: Secondary surgery in oncoplastic resections BCT
09.15 - 09.30 G. Gui: Is there a role for breast “reconservation?”
09.30 - 09.45 G. Scaperrotta: Detection of local recurrences
09.45 - 10.00 Discussion

10.05 - 10.30 Lecture: The surgical treatment of DCIS
V. Sacchini

10.30 - 11.00 Coffee Break

11.00 - 11.20 Lecture: Impact of modern systemic treatment on local control
F. De Braud

11.25 - 12.25 BREAST CANCER CENTER MODULE
(Centre specific systems, philosophy and evidence)
Chairman: G. Gui

11.25 - 11.40 V. Sacchini: Memorial Sloan Kettering - U.S.A.
11.55 - 12.10 A. Costa: Fondazione Maugeri - Italy
12.10 - 12.25 Discussion

12.25 - 13.30 Lunch
13.30 - 14.00  Session abstracts

14.00 - 15.20  FAT GRAFTING EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH TO CLINICAL APPLICATION
   Chairman: A. Rancati

14.00 - 14.15  P. Berrino: Harvesting, processing, injecting: do they have any role in fat survival?
14.25 - 14.35  M. Nava: Oncological safety and guidelines for implantation
14.35 - 14.45  A. Marchi: BCT and fat grafting reshaping
14.45 - 14.55  C. Carniti: Lab investigation
14.55 - 15.05  M.G. Daidone: Do telomere maintaining mechanisms play any role?
15.05 - 15.15  E. Winkler: A systematic approach to lipo-transfer and mesenchymal stem cells enrichment.
15.15 - 15.30  Discussion

15.30 - 16.00  Lecture: Assessment of quality after breast reconstruction: comparison of current methodologies, on going trials
   Z. Winters
16.00 - 16.20  Lecture: What’s new in breast surgery?
   D. Hammond
16.20 - 16.45  Discussion and Abstract Session

16.45 - 17.50  ALLOPLASTIC MATERIAL AND IMPLANT BREAST RECONSTRUCTION: PATIENT SELECTION AND COSMETIC OUTCOME
   Chairman: M. Nava

16.45 - 16.55  G. Gui: Has ADM altered surgical practice in implant breast reconstruction?
16.55 - 17.05  S. Spear: The role of alloplastic materials in reconstruction surgery of the radiated breast
17.05 - 17.15  D. Hammond: ADM and expander: do they work together?
17.15 - 17.25  M. Rezai: Titanium mesh: patients selection and surgical management.
17.25 - 17.50  Discussion

17.50 - 18.40  BRAC PATIENTS
   Chairman: V. Sacchini

17.50 - 18.00  F. De Braud: The role of breast conservation in BRAC patients
18.00 - 18.10  V. Sacchini: The role of mastectomy in BRAC patients
18.10 - 18.20  G. Gui: The role of breast reconstruction in BRAC patients
18.20 - 18.40  Discussion

21.00  Gala Dinner
07.00 - 07.45  INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE

Please register in advance as we have limited number of participants to allow an in depth interactive education

P. Cordeiro: Expander reconstruction: my experience in more than 2000 treated patients (Plenary room)
M. Gennaro - M. Zambetti: Local control in patients with metastatic disease (Topazio room)
J. Masia: Free flaps in aesthetic breast surgery (Opale room)
A. Spano: Management of capsular contracture: what do the studies tell us? (Giada room)

07.45 - 08.00  Breakfast

08.00 - 08.55 TECHNOLOGY SESSION: BREAST IMAGING AND INVASIVE DIAGNOSIS AFTER BREAST RECONSTRUCTION (RESHAPING IMPLANTS, FLAPS)

Chairman: P. Panizza

08.00 - 08.10  P. Panizza: Invasive diagnosis with MRI
08.10 - 08.20  G. Scaperrutta: Invasive diagnosis in the oncoplastic setting
08.20 - 08.30  M. Nava: Experimental studies: MRI and expander
08.30 - 08.40  G. Catanuto: Quantification of breast morphology
08.40 - 08.55  Discussion

09.00 - 10.15 LOCAL ADVANCED BREAST CANCER

Chairman: F. De Laurentiis

09.00 - 09.15  M. De Laurentiis: Medical oncology
09.15 - 09.30  L. Lozza: Radiation oncology
09.30 - 09.45  J. Benson: Surgical oncology
09.45 - 10.00  P. Blondeel: Plastic surgery
10.00 - 10.15  Discussion

10.20 - 11.45 AUTOLOGOUS TISSUE MODULE

Chairman: P. Blondeel

10.20 - 10.40  P. Santi: Tram flap: is it still indicated nowadays?
10.40 - 10.50  A. Spano: TRAM-DIEP Flaps algorithm
10.50 - 11.00  J. Masia: Preoperative imaging for abdominal flaps
11.00 - 11.10  P. Blondeel: Role of fat injection after D.I.E.P. flap
11.25 - 11.35  P. Blondeel: TAP vs LD
11.35 - 11.45  
**Discussion**

11.45 - 12.15  
**Lecture:**
Reconstructive and aesthetic surgery of the breast: implant evolution and new technologies.
M. Nava

12.20 - 12.40  
**Lecture:** Latissimus dorsi: how to improve the final outcome
D. Hammond

12.40 - 13.00  
**Lecture:**
Role of local treatments in improving local control of breast cancer
J. Benson

13.00 - 14.00  
**Lunch**

14.00 - 15.25  
**BREAST RECONSTRUCTION MODULE: TIMING AND STRATEGIES OF BREAST RECONSTRUCTION AFTER RADIOTHERAPY OR WHEN RADIOTHERAPY IS SCHEDULED**
*Chairman: P. Cordeiro*

14.00 - 14.15  
L. Lozza: Radiation in previously irradiated patients

14.15 - 14.30  
P. Cordeiro: Memorial Sloan Kettering - U.S.A.

14.30 - 14.40  
P. Blondeel: Gent University - Belgium

14.40 - 14.50  
A. Rancati: Pontificia Universidad - Argentina

14.50 - 15.00  
J. Masia: Sant Paul Hospital - Spain

15.00 - 15.10  
M. Nava: Fondazione I.R.C.C.S. Istituto Nazionale Tumori - Italy

15.10 - 15.25  
**Discussion**

15.30  
**Conclusion, remarks and next meeting**
The School of Oncological Reconstructive Surgery was founded with the scope of increasing knowledge in the area of reconstructive oncology. Founded in June, 1999 by Dr. Maurizio Nava, director of the Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Unit of the Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori di Milano. The goals of the School are:

- To contribute in increasing information available in the area of oncological reconstructive surgery.
- To organize and promote Courses, Seminars and Congresses on this area of speciality.
- To develop research in oncological reconstructive surgery and produce journals and multi-media material.

To subscribe or get further information please contact the secretariat:
Fax+39.02.23902602
e-mail: info@scuolaocr.com C/O Mrs Alessandra Calestani

Abstracts

Participants are invited to send abstracts on:

- Innovations, complications and new techniques in breast aesthetic surgery
- Breast prevention and detection after aesthetic surgery
- Non invasive and minimally invasive surgical treatments

The abstracts will be reviewed by the Scientific Committee and the abstracts that are given the highest points will be included in the Scientific Programme. Abstracts must be written in English and be in “Times New Roman” font and should not exceed 1000 characters.

Send the abstract either by e-mail as an attached document to: congress@cq-travel.com indicating as the subject oncoplastic and Reconstructive Surgery of the Breast. Please send by surface mail saved on a cd in “word” to the address of CqTravel. You should indicate the authors name and the list of co-authors, the name of your institute and personal address, e-mail, telephone and fax. The deadline for abstracts is 30th September 2011 and acceptance of the abstracts will be communicated before the 30th October 2011. The postal address for abstracts is:
CQ Travel
Via Pagliano 37
20149 Milano - Italy

Useful information

Information about the congress can be found on our web-site:
www.scuolaocr.com
HOTEL REGISTRATION FORM

(please send this form to the fax number +39-02-43911650 or +39-02-49542900)

Name and surname
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Street _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ZIP code ______________________________________________ City _____________________________________________________

Country ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone ______________________________________________ Mobile phone _________________________________

Fax ___________________________________ E-mail ______________________________________________________________________

Fiscal Code (only for Italians) ___________________________________________________________________________

Deadline for hotel reservation: 15th September 2011. Please book your room by sending the form and take advantage of the special rates. After this date rooms and special rates will not be guaranteed. Prices are per day per person including breakfast and agency fee and taxes.

HOTEL LIST

Atahotel Executive (congress Venue)

DUS: 160 Euro

DBL: 180 Euro

UNA Hotel Tocq

DUS: 155 Euro

DBL: 175 Euro

Holiday Inn Milan Garibaldi Station

DUS: 109 Euro

DBL: 119 Euro

Hotel San Guido

DUS: 90 Euro

DBL: 110 Euro

Arrival date ________________________ Departure date _______________________ N. nights ________________________

Amount to be paid: € ............................ X .................................. nights = Total: € ............................

TERMS OF PAYMENT

To secure your booking please send us the hotel accommodation form by fax, together with the copy of your credit card and personal ID document. Payment will be taken by the hotels after 17th November 2011.

☐ Credit Card  ☐ Visa  ☐ Mastercard  ☐ Amex

Card n. __________/_________/_________/_________/ Expiry date ________________________

Card holder’s name ______________________________ Signature ______________________________

CANCELLATION POLICY

Cancellations should be sent in writing to the fax number +39-02-43911650 or +39-02-49542900. If the cancellation is received by 17th November 2011 no charge will be applied. Cancellations after 18th November 2011 will not be entitled to any refund.
CONFERENCE VENUE
The conference will be held in a new venue at Ata Hotel Executive in Milano. The area where the hotel is situated is “Corso Como and Brera” which is just in front of Porta Garibaldi Railway and metro station which is on the Green Line MM2.

Ata Hotel Executive
v.le Don Luigi Sturzo, 45
20154 Milano
Tel. 02-62941
www.atahotels.it

SCIENTIFIC SECRETARIAT
Scuola di Oncologia Chirurgica Ricostruttiva
Fax 02-23902602
E-mail: info@scuolaocr.com
www.scuolaocr.com

ORGANIZING SECRETARIAT
CQ Travel srl
Via Pagliano 37 - 20149 Milano
Tel. +39-02-4804951 - Fax +39-02-43911650
E-mail: congress@cq-travel.com
www.cq-travel.com

During the conference, it is not permitted to film or take pictures of the speakers and/or their presentations.